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CHANGING MINDSETS: BRIDGING THE GAP 
 
Recently we were engaged by a world-renowned company that we 

will call PY Systems. PY had suffered from a recent string of scandals and 

negative media reports. As a result, an organisation whose very name had 

historically garnered great respect had become a bit of an 

embarrassment, and they were suffering from unprecedented low 

employee morale.  

PY did what many organisations in similar circumstances do. They 

gathered leaders into committees tasked to diagnose the organisation’s 

problems and prescribe solutions. One committee, for example, was 

working to fix what they believed were failed communication practices 

throughout the organisation. Another was trying to figure out how to 

improve alignment and accountability throughout the organisation. Still 

another was rethinking their customer service efforts.   

These leaders had nothing but the best of intentions. Each one of them 

was committed to the company’s success. Individually and collectively 

they had done significant and important work in thinking about potential 

solutions to the organisation’s problems, and they had identified a 

number of changes that definitely needed to be made. Their suggestions 

were deeply informed by their collective years of experience and success 

in the industry, and their ideas were good. In short, they were a decent, 

professional, hardworking, and diverse group of people whose efforts 

were about to amount to much less than they hoped.  

These and similar initiatives result in far less impact than their 

proponents intend because they rest upon a model of human behavior 

and performance that is incomplete and misleading. As we describe in the 

next section, this incomplete model, which we call the Behavioural Model, 

is misdleading because it fails to account for the impact of mindset. We 
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will begin by contrasting the Behavioural Model with Arbinger’s Mindset 

Model. Then we will explore two distinct mindsets that leaders and 

organisations can operate from—an inward mindset or an outward 

mindset.  These two mindsets form two ends of what we call the mindset 

continuum, and we argue that behaviour change efforts become 

increasingly effective as a leader or organisation moves more toward an 

outward mindset. We will consider the case of a fairly common leadership 

approach to demonstrate the importance of mindset.     

 

The Arbinger Mindset Model 

At the most basic level, a leader’s or organisation’s results are driven 

by the behaviours of the leader or the collective behaviours of those in 

the organisation. We will represent this understanding with a simple 

diagram, given in Figure 1. The triangle in Figure 1 represents the 

behaviours—that is, the initiatives, actions, and activites—being 

performed that add up to the current level of achieved results. As the 

diagram depicts, behaviours drive results.  
 

                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The Behavioural Model 

 

 

Behaviours drive results 
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While clear, this rendition is incomplete and fundamentally 

misleading because one’s choice to engage in this or that behaviour is 

itself driven by something that is deeper than behaviour. Which is to say 

that a leader’s or an organisation’s results are driven not merely by their 

behaviours but by a deeper, determining factor as well—one’s mindset. 

The term ‘mindset’ will be used in our chapter to refer to the individual 

and collective mindset of everyone in the organisation.  

The way we use the term, mindset is more than a prevailing belief 

about oneself or others. It refers to the way one sees and regards the 

world—how one sees and regards others and oneself, for example, as well 

as how one sees challenges, opportunities, circumstances, and so on. 

Every choice is made from the context of the mindset of the person who 

is choosing and the person’s possible coices are limited by how and what 

she sees. The possible strategies for a company, for example, are bounded 

by the mindset of the CEO and other executives. Likewise, the success of 

a behavioural plan that an executive team might put together, even a 

good one, will still depend on the execution efforts of the broader team, 

and how individuals respond will be a function of their own mindsets, not 

of the behavioural plan itself.  

So while an organisation’s results are driven by the collective 

behaviours of those in the company, those behaviours are themselves 

driven by the organisation’s prevailing underlying mindset. We capture 

this reality in this modified diagram shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The Mindset Model 

 

Now let us consider PY, and any other organisation that wants to 

significantly improve its performance. How can it successfully move from 

its current level of performance to its target level of performance? 

The prevailing approach is to determine what actions and activities will 

be necessary in order to achieve the increased level of resuls and then to 

prescribe those behaviours across the system, pushing the organisation 

to make the necessary behavioural changes, like the following Figure 3 

depicts. 
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Figure 3: The Mindset Deficit 

 

This is what PY leadership were planning. They were going to roll out 

a whole host of new communication protocals and other behavioural 

initiatives—most of them very well conceived—in order to rescue the 

company from its current doldrums and elevate it to new levels of success 

and performance. But should we expect that this will work? Will 

prescribed behaviours that are not supported by the underlying mindset 

of an organisation produce the desired results?  

We recently posed this question to an executive team of one of the 

largest healthcare organisations in the world. Immediately the team 

realized that this could not  work. They had seen the proof of it over many 

years in their own organisation: behavioural solutions that are 

unsupported by the underlying mindset of an organisation will fail. Every 

time. One of these executives voiced the strongest argument any of them 
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could make to the contrary: “Some leaders, through charisma or sheer 

willpower, may be able to drive this kind of change in the short term,” he 

said. “But it won’t last. When he or she leaves, for example, if not sooner, 

it will snap right back to where it was.” 

It is popular to talk of culture as being the deep lever that determines 

which behavioral initiatives will stick and which will not. You might find it 

helpful, however, to think of culture not as the foundation of the diagram, 

where we place mindset, but rather as the entire diagram, like this shown 

in Figure 4.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Culture include Mindset and Behaviours 

 

The organisation depicted in Figure 4 has a culture where behaviours 

are frequently mandated and where those mandates are resisted. The 

culture will be characterized by a lack of trust and a corresponding lack of 

accountability. Leaders will blame the organisation’s poor performance 

Culture 
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on the lack of execution by the workforce, and employees will blame the 

results on poor leadership. Which is to say that an organisation’s culture 

is comprised of both the prevailing mindset in the organisation and the 

behaviours that are and are not happening in the organisation.  

In the case of PY, leadership had not yet confronted the cause of most 

of the culture challenges they were facing—what we at Arbinger call the 

mindset gap. The mindset gap is the difference between an organisation’s 

prevailing mindset and the new mindset required to effectively execute 

the behaviours necessary to produce an improved level of results. This 

gap must be bridged in order to turn goals from mere dreams to realities. 

Over the medium and longer terms (and in most cases the shorter term 

as well), an organisation’s performance will be limited by the prevailing 

mindset of the organisation. In order to stick, attempts to change 

behaviour must be preceeded or accompanied by efforts to change 

mindset.  

So long as the mindset gap remains, attempts to get people to change 

behaviour will be resisted, twisted, complained about, undermined, and 

ultimately discarded and forgotten. This is why potentially helpful 

behavioural training so often fails to deliver its promised results. Attempts 

to prescribe behaviours that do not comport with the underlying mindsets 

of both the training participants and the larger organisation will 

necessarily fail. Any positive changes will be marginal rather than 

transformative. Potentially helpful ideas fade away as just the latest flavor 

of the month. 

The good news, however, is that when you sufficiently improve the 

prevailing mindset—either of an individual or an organisation—you no 

longer have to manage many of the behaviours you previously thought 

would have to be mandated. As mindset changes, so does behaviour, 
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without having to prescribe it. And where you still need to prescribe 

certain behaviours, the suggestions would not be systemically resisted, as 

when there is a mindset deficit. Achieving mindset change gets you much 

of the way toward achieving behavioural change.  

In order to understand the kind of mindset change that can have this 

kind of impact, we also need to explore the two extremes of what we call 

the Mindset Continuum—an Inward Mindset and an Outward Mindset 

 
TWO TYPES OF MINDSET 

 
An understanding of the Mindset Continuum starts with a 

fundamental observation: People are different from objects. This is hardly 

a revelation, of course. Until, that is, one sees the extent to which 

individual behaviours and organisational structures and practices are built 

upon precisely the opposite assumption. Let us begin by thinking about 

what is different between people and objects. Between a person and an 

object like a chair, for example. To start with, people have feelings. Chairs 

do not. People have intentions—things they want to do. They have wills 

and objectives and goals. And so on.  

For purposes of illustration, we will use a triangle to capture one of the 

dimensions of these differences between people and chairs. In the Figure 

5, the person on the left represents you, the reader. The triangle 

immediately to your right represents the objectives you have and the 

things you are doing to try to achieve them. The figure on the right 

represents one of your coworkers. She has things she wants to do and 

accomplish as well, so we have placed a similar triangle to her right.  
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Figure 5: How we see People 

 

When we see others as people, they matter to us. And because they 

matter to us, what they are trying to do matters to us as well. They have 

their own goals, challenges, hopes, and headaches, just as we do, and we 

are alive to and interested in what they are caring about. In fact, this 

aliveness to others’ needs and objectives is what it means to see others 

as people. Contrast this with the way we see objects depicted in Figure 6.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: How we see Objects 
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Objects do not have things they want to do or accomplish. Because of 

this, we care about them, if at all, only to the degree we think they can 

help us with what we are trying to accomplish. We have reversed the 

direction of the behaviour triangle in this case to illustrate the egocentric 

way we relate with objects. Things get interesting when we see that we 

can see people the way we see objects—that is, only in terms of what we 

think they can do for us.  

Think of these different ways of seeing others as two distinct 

mindsets—an Outward Mindset on the one hand and an Inward Mindset 

on the other. Think about the version of you depicted in the Outward 

Mindset diagram given in Figure 7.  In a workplace setting, you might think 

of the triangle immediately to your right (what we call an inside triangle) 

as representing the objectives and activities that comprise your job or the 

things that you do in your home or other relationships. The triangle to the 

right of your colleague (what we call an outside triangle) represents your 

colleague’s objectives and activities. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Outward Mindset diagram        
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With an outward mindset, you feel the obligation to nail your own job 

(your inside triangle objectives), and to do so in a way that makes it easier 

for your colleague to accomplish her job (her outside triangle objectives). 

You feel responsible both for what you do and for your impact on what 

your colleague is trying to do. 

When our mindsets are inward, on the other hand, we focus only on 

what we ourselves do. Others might be negatively affected by what we 

do, but this is not very important to us. Although a colleague has his or 

her own objectives, we do not really care about those objectives when 

our mindsets are inward. For this reason, we omit the outside triangle—

the things the other person is wanting and trying to do—from the Inward 

Mindset Diagram.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Inward Mindset diagram 

 

The person to the right of you on in Figure 8 could be your customer, 

your work colleague, your partner, your child, your neighbor, your parent, 

or it could be a stranger on the street, the person who waits on you in a 

restaurant, or the person in the car next to you. In this mindset, these and 

others exist for us only in relation to what we think they can do for us. If 

we think they can help us with our objectives, we see them as vehicles. If 
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they make it more difficult for us to do what we want to do, we see them 

as obstacles. If we don’t think they can help us one way or the other, they 

are irrelevant to us.  

The inward mindset may sound and look sinister, but very often it is 

simply a person who is head down, thinking only about his or her own 

lane, as it were. Such a person may not have ill feelings toward others, 

and very often has no malicious intent. He/she may also be hardworking. 

However, when his mindset is inward, such a person is systemically 

unaware of (and in some cases disinterested in) his impact on others. 

Organisationally, this shows up as siloed, non-cooperative workplaces. At 

home it can lead to cold indifference. 

 

THE MINDSET CONTINUUM 
 

These two mindsets—inward and outward—form two ends of a 

continuum. Consider for example, an organisation in which every leader 

and others operate with an inward mindset and where the practices, 

rules, and processes continually invite the same. No organisation is 

completely this way, but consider this extreme case as the left end of the 

mindset continuum. Then consider an organisation comprised of leaders, 

people, processes, and practices that are entirely outward mindset. Once 

again, no single organisation will display a completely outward mindset, 

but let that possibility form the extreme right end of the continuum as 

depicted in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9: The Mindset Continuum 

 

In our work we both assess and invite clients to self-assess where they 

are on this continuum. We do this to get a baseline against which to 

measure progress. We have been surprised in our research to discover 

how people rate their own organisations. If entirely inward mindset is 0 

on the scale and entirely outward mindset is 10, on average, a relatively 

small fraction of groups assess their own organisations at higher than 5 

on this continuum, with many of them self-assessing at somewhere 

between 2 and 4. Interestingly, this same research shows that, on 

average, people rate themselves more highly on this continuum than they 

rate their organisations. So you end up with the conundrum of companies 

rated at say a 3 by employees who, on average, rate themselves at a 7.  

Wherever one is on the continuum—even if an organisation self-

assesses as an 8 out of 10, for example—the project is still to move the 

organisation to the right on this continuum—more and more toward an 

outward mindset. Why? Because collaboration, innovation, leadership, 

culture, and value to customers all improve as organisations increasingly 
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apply an outward mindset in their strategies, structures, systems, 

processes, and day-to-day work.  

 

 

Tool: 
 

1. Where would you as a leader position yourself on this continuum, when 

thinking about mindset? 

 

2. Where would you as a leader position your organisation (the employees in 

your organisation) on this continuum, when thinking about mindset? 

 

3. What will happen if the majority of the employees in your company had to 

operate from an inward mindset?  

 

4. What will happen if the majority of the employees in your company had to 

operate from an outward mindset? 

 

5. Think of a time when you’ve functioned from an inward mindset—a time 

when you were more concerned about others’ impact on you rather than 

your impact on them. Consider what traits you exhibited, and the emotions 

you cultivated. What were your interactions like with others? What sort of 

thoughts crossed your mind? Consider the following questions: 

 

a. What am I like when I am functioning from an inward mindset at 

work? 

b. What effect do I have on others when I’m inward? 

c. What am I like when I am functioning from an outward mindset at 

work? 

d. What effect do I have on others when I’m outward? 
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The preceding thoughts are echoed and supported by research 

conducted by Mckinsey. 1 & 2  

“Many companies move quickly from setting their performance 

objectives to implementing a suite of change initiatives. Be it a 

new growth strategy or business-unit structure, the integration of 

a recent acquisition or the roll-out of a new operational-

improvement effort, such organisations focus on altering systems 

and structures and on creating new policies and processes. To 

achieve collective change over time, actions like these are 

necessary but seldom sufficient. A new strategy will fall short of 

its potential if it fails to address the underlying mindsets and 

capabilities of the people who will execute it.  

The same McKinsey research indicates that if companies can 

identify and address pervasive mindsets at the outset, they are 

four times more likely to succeed in organisational-change efforts 

than are companies that overlook this stage.”   

 “When we think of leadership we often focus on the what: 

external characteristics, practices, behaviour, and actions that 

exemplary leaders demonstrate as they take on complex and 

unprecedented challenges. While this line of thinking is a great 

place to start, we won’t reach our potential as leaders by looking 

only at what is visible. We need to see what’s underneath to 

understand how remarkable leaders lead – and that begins with 

mindsets. As important as mindsets are, we often skip ahead to 

actions. We adopt behaviour and expect it to stick through force 
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of will. Sadly, it won’t if we haven’t changed the underlying 

attitudes and beliefs that drove the old behaviour in the first 

place - mindset. Making matters worse, our behaviour affects 

other people’s mindsets, which in turn affect their behaviour. A 

leader’s failure to recognize and shift mindsets can stall the 

change efforts of an entire organisation. Indeed, because of the 

underlying power of a leader’s mindset to guide an entire 

organisation toward positive change, any effort to become 

better leaders should start with themselves, by recognizing the 

thoughts, feelings, and emotions that drive them.” 

 
Interventions wishing to deliver results must include a focus on 

improving the mindsets of organisational leaders.  

AN ILLUSTRATION OF MINDSET IN ACTION IN EVERYDAY LIFE 
 

To illustrate the difference between these two mindsets, picture a 

leader hard at work in his office who is suddenly interrupted by the 

members of a work team who want advice on some aspect of their 

project. The leader is busy, but the team members seem to have an urgent 

need. How might this leader see these team members in this situation? 

What meaning might they have for him? Might he see them as problem 

employees who have disturbed and disrupted him in his important work? 

Or might he see them instead as employees with a problem who can use 

his help?  

If this leader were to see them with an outward mindset, he would see 

them empathetically, in terms of their own needs instead of just his own. 

If this leader were to see them with an inward mindset, they would be 

objects to him rather than people—obstacles who are keeping him from 

what he needs to do. 
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The team members would be obstacles to this leader even if he indulged 

them and spent the time they wanted, but did so while feeling victimized 

or burdened by their presence.  

More rides on this choice of mindset than simply how the leader views 

these team members. His view even of himself will be determined by his 

mindset. To see his team members as irritating obstacles, for example, is 

to view himself as the-person-who-is-so-imporant-and-so-busy-that-he-

shouldn’t-be-troubled. While to see them in terms of their own needs 

instead of just his own is to see himself as someone who can and ought 

to help, if not this minute then soon. 

It is common to switch back and forth between these two mindsets. 

Yet these are fundamental categories, for in any given moment we are 

seeing others and ourselves either as people who count as we count, or 

not. Sometimes we can carry mixed mindsets at the same time—seeing 

some people as people and others as objects—alive to and interested in 

what some are trying to do, while being dead to the reality and hopes of 

still others.   

Effectiveness has less to do with what we do, than with our underlying 

mindset. The reason for this is that we cannot hide an inward mindset 

toward others, and others will feel invited by us in our inward mindset 

moments to reflexively resist us. However impressive the outward display 

of manners and interpersonal techniques we employ to conceal it, who 

we really are and how we are seeing will always bleed through.  As the 

poet T.S. Elliot, wrote, “The man that is shall shadow the man that 

pretends to be.” 

Take the case of “Gordon” a well-read, enlightened and conscientious 

leader, who was the founder of his company. He possessed a clear vision 

of his company’s future and it mission, and was blessed with uncommon 
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intelligence and charisma. He was clear about the functions of each 

person reporting to him, and was exceedingly precise in his 

communications. He carefully instructed everyone in the way he wanted 

things done, and he delegated and followed up with clarity and 

consistency. He was explicit in his corrections of others, but always 

friendly and polite. Much of Gordon’s time was spent listening, sharing, 

explaining, encouraging, persuading, and cajoling. In his eyes, Gordon met 

all the criteria of effective leadership. He was involved, proactive, 

knowledgeable, committed, visionary, even kind. According to all outside 

of his team, he was the role model leader. 

Unfortunately, Gordon’s team members did not share Gordon’s view 

of himself. Despite his great skill, it was obvious to Gordon’s people that 

he just did not like, or trust, them. Gordon was like many leaders in that 

those who worked for him always felt that he was being nice out of sheer 

grit – that it was something required of him, but unnatural. His manner 

said to them: “I am in charge here. You aren’t able to do this work without 

me. Look how much I must do and how hard I must work to put up with 

you. And I even do it cheerfully!” 

Despite Gordon’s strenuous efforts, he could not conceal his mindset. 

His people felt devalued by him because he in fact devalued them. His 

mindset came across in countless subtle ways – in the tone of his voice, in 

the look on his face, in his posture and his gestures. And what was 

conveyed in those subtle ways was more important to Gordon’s people 

than all the things he attempted to convey to them – his plans, his dreams, 

his instructions, and even his outwardly kind manner. What Gordon knew, 

and even what he implemented in the way of sound managerial and 

leadership principles, were both less important to his people that what 

his mindset was.  
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People have a notion of how leaders feel towards them and they react 

to this. Employees can usually sense when leaders treat them primarily as 

objects. Given a little time and experience, people can tell when there is 

no real feeling or authenticity behind a leader’s behaviour or words, when 

they are being manipulated or outsmarted, or when their interests are 

not really at stake. In other words, when they are being treated as objects 

to serve a particular purpose. 4 It would not matter if a leader tried to 

manage by walking around, sitting on the edge of a chair to practise active 

listening, inquiring about family members in order to show interest, or by 

using any other skill learned in order to be more effective. It would not 

matter if such a leader did all the ‘right’ things interpersonally, even 

applying all the latest leadership skills and techniques to their 

communications and tasks. People ultimately resent them and their 

tactics. They fail as leaders because they provoke resistance in people. 4 

Employees respond primarily to the mindset of a leader, and not 

necessarily to the words (i.e., behaviours) that leaders sometimes use in 

order to try to impress followers. 

Examples could go on and on. What they do illustrate is that genuine 

improvement in leadership and ultimately to the organisations they lead 

is not primarily a matter of behaviour and skill alone. Mindset is always 

primary. This is why the many efforts that attempt to alter behaviour – 

but which do not also alter the mindset of leaders and employees– 

ultimately make little difference. 

 

THE ROAD AHEAD 

 
Leadership training and development is a billion-dollar industry 

worldwide. Organisations spend considerable time, money and energy 
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building their leadership capacity to gain a competitive advantage, but the 

various approaches to building leadership capacity are failing to hit the 

mark. 8 

The ideas in this chapter suggest that organisations and those 

responsible for leadership and management development should 

consider the effectiveness of training initiatives and interventions that 

merely focus on skills transfer on a behavioural level6, without addressing 

the mindset of leaders. De Vries (2006) provides a powerful narrative to 

illustrate this.5  

“There once was a person who noticed a disturbing bump under a rug. 

This person tried to smooth out the rug, but every time he did the 

bump reappeared. In utter frustration, he finally lifted up the rug, and 

to his great surprise, out slid an angry snake” (pp.1-2).  

This metaphor resembles those occasions when organisations agree to 

leadership development interventions and training that only deal with the 

behaviours of leadership. These programmes attempt to smooth things 

over, while the snake beneath — the underlying cause (i.e., mindset) — 

keeps working its mischief. Unless training starts to pull out the “snake” 

and deal with it, it will confound efforts to improve leadership efficiency 

and, ultimately, organisational growth.  

The first step of any leadership development programme requires 

leaders to examine their greatest asset and liability, namely, themselves. 

Leaders however are rarely trained how to explore their strengths and 

assets, let alone their flaws, weaknesses, shadow sides, or their 

mindsets.6 & 7 Blakely also shares this notion when he argues for more 

intensive training in understanding the underlying drivers of behaviour 

(mindset).3 This is substantiated by Kaiser and Kaplan who are of the 

opinion that MBA programmes — who are supposed to develop the 
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leaders of tomorrow — tend to focus exclusively on such curricula as 

functional business knowledge and behaviour, while neglecting the 

deeper, harder to develop competencies, aspects that will ultimately 

most determine the success of leaders and their respective companies.6   

There is an urgent need to change the focus in leadership training and 

development in the coming years to facilitate more intensive 

development processes and programmes for leaders than what is 

currently found in most leadership training programmes and business 

schools.  

(This chapter is based in part on a chapter in the forthcoming book by The Arbinger 

Institute called The Outward Mindset.) 
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